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its time to move on

We understand the needs of primary schools are different to those of secondaries so 
we didn’t make a one size fits all MIS. Choose the only MIS specifically made for primary 
schools, with best in class support just a phone call, email or online chat away and give 
your staff the best tool for the job.

Or what your 
staff could do 

with all the time 
they would save 
by using an MIS 

evolved from years 
of feedback from 

schools wanting to 
reduce workload 

just like yours. 

Imagine a 
world where 

demonstrating 
progress to 

governors took 
just 3 clicks. 

Imagine what 
you could do 

for your school 
if you could 

see at a glance 
those pupils 

most in need of 
extra support. 
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who we help
Headteachers
Spend less time on admin and more time focusing on your pupils:

• Ready-made reports mean that preparing for governors meetings has never been easier

• Access pupil data on any device, anytime, anywhere

• Continue to use all your existing systems without any disruption thanks to ScholarPack’s 
integration with your other systems such as Parent Pay, Wonde and CPOMS

School business managers
Reduce your admin workload:

• Complete your DfE census return in just 30 minutes

• No more work backlog triggered by system downtime thanks to ScholarPack’s seamless, 
automatic system updates

• Best in class support served up any way you want it, with 9 out of 10 queries resolved straight away

Multi-academy trusts
Monitor performance across your trust:

• Get a high-level view of performance across key areas such as attendance 

• Access pupil data on any device, anytime, anywhere, and with single sign on, access any school within 2 clicks

• Enjoy trust volume licensing discounts, as well as specialised training packages built specifically for your schools
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On a day-to-day basis 
ScholarPack enables 

me to extract any 
information I need 
quickly and easily, 
saving me so much 

time compared to our 
previous MIS.

St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School
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ScholarPack will work for your school

We’ve listened to feedback from over 1,300 primary schools similar to yours, so you 

can be confident it’s going to save you time and will make your life easier.

Liberate your team from admin to focus on what matters

Create reports on any device, anywhere, at any time, within 3 clicks and complete 

your DfE census return in just 30 minutes.

Best in class support served up any way you want it

When you need some extra help, we’ve got your back. With best in class support just 

a phone call, email or online chat away.

what are the benefits?
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ScholarPack has given us 
the ability to look at our 

attendance information and 
find useful correlations with our 

assessment data. There is also 
a readily available report for 

everything and finding students’ 
information day-to-day has 

never been quicker.

Lowther Endowned Primary School
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how does 
scholarpack work?
Save time and make sense of your primary school with 
ScholarPack MIS, then add our other solutions as you need them:

ScholarPack MIS: our core management system

see page 10

Add-on modules:

Assessment:

demonstrate 
progress to 
governors

Comms:

keep parents 
in the loop

Dashboard:

monitor 
performance 

across your trust
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ScholarPack is the only MIS on the 
market that specialises in primary 

schools. Its simplicity of use means 
it was easy to roll out across our 30 
schools (who were previously used 

to using SIMS) and by switching to a 
cloud-based MIS we no longer have 

to replace servers or pay for the 
electricity used to run them - saving 

us a whopping £60k each year!

Bath and Wells Multi Academy Trust
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Home My Subjects Workspace Reporting Register Admin

Attendance

Attendance of the week

1. Monday 95.84%

2. Wednesday 92.39%

3. Friday 92.39%

4. Thursday 91.97%

5. Tuesday 91.03%

Lowest attendance date

1. 04 October 17.19%

2. 03 October 39.77%

3. 02 October 42.20%

4. 07 November 50.00%

5. 29 October 57.90%

Live feed

Bruce Lloyd (Y3) was registered as late AM (Today)
Melissa Hughes (Y3) was registered as late AM (Today)
Donald Anderson (Y3) was registered as absent AM (Today)

Cameron Byrne (Y2) has their birthday on 08/11
Mark Young (Y0) has their birthday on 09/11
Derek Page (Y5) has their birthday on 11/11

Live Feed

Standards

Positive Referrals

Referrals

SMT Referrals

Search

What’s included in our core management system?

ScholarPack MIS includes more modules as standard than the leading 

provider, and they are perfectly tailored for primary schools like yours.

scholarpack mis
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Attendance
Ditch those paper registers and 

introduce your staff to an efficient 
registration process both in the 

classroom and the office.

Personnel
Manage all your staff information 

in one place, from recording 
staff contract and attendance 

information, to creating your own 
Single Central Record.

Behaviour
Track behaviour in real-time 
from the classroom and use 

customisable reports to get an 
insight into behaviour patterns.

Meals
The meals module allows you 

to add and track payments, create 
debt letters and print out reports 

ready for your kitchen staff 
at lunchtime.

Interventions
Identify and track those pupils 

who may need additional support 
in certain areas, and analyse your 
budget against the progress of a 

group over time.

Census
Our DfE compatible census 

module only asks for the data you 
haven’t got - anything relevant 
that you have already entered is 

automatically pulled through and 
populated for you.

Clubs
Track all your clubs before, 

during and after school with our 
clubs module. Take registers and 
manage payments all within the     

same system.

SEND
Track and analyse all your special 
educational needs and disabilities 
data, as well as confidential and 

child protection information 
- all securely stored for your 

safeguarding team.

Reporting
We provide hundreds of ready-

made reports so you can get going 
from day 1. Chop up and analyse 
your data in real-time with ease.
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Demonstrate progress to governors with ScholarPack Assessment

ScholarPack Assessment provides you with a powerful range of reporting tools and an easy-to-use 

markbook that gives you insights into what’s really going on in your school. What’s more, by linking 

the assessment module with our core MIS, your pupil information is always up-to-date and ready 

to be analysed at any time.

assessment
Add-on

Home My Subjects Workspace Reporting Register Admin

Search

WRIREAYEAR
GROUP

MAT

Standard Ontrack Report: Academic Year (2018), Checkpoint (SUM2), Entry Date before (10/02/2020), Year (AllYears)

Standard Ontrack Report

Choose

ExceedingExpectedBelowExceedingExpectedBelowExceedingExpectedBelow

1

2

3

4

5

6

33.33%
(8)

37.5%
(9)

33.33%
(8)

35.0%
(7)

43.48%
(10)

66.67%
(16)

62.5%
(15)

66.67%
(16)

65.0%
(13)

56.52%
(13)

16.67%
(4)

12.5%
(3)

20.83%
(5)

15.0%
(3)

17.39%
(4)

33.33%
(8)

37.5%
(9)

33.33%
(8)

30.0%
(6)

34.78%
(8)

66.67%
(16)

62.5%
(15)

66.67%
(16)

70.0%
(14)

65.22%
(15)

16.7%
(4)

12.5%
(3)

12.5%
(3)

25.0%
(5)

13.04%
(3)

29.17%
(7)

32.0%
(8)

33.33%
(8)

25.00%
(5)

30.43%
(7)

70.83%
(17)

68.0%
(17)

66.67%
(16)

75.0%
(15)

69.57%
(16)

100.0%
(1)

100.0%
(1)

12.5%
(3)

12.0%
(3)

16.67%
(4)

25.0%
(5)

21.74%
(5)

100.0%
(1)

Please be aware this report calculates on track against age related expectation, not targets.

Please choose an ontrack report to run

Assessment - Ontrack Report
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Built-in colour coding
User-friendly colour coding 

throughout the module means 
you can easily spot children at 
risk of falling behind. Create an 
intervention group directly from 

the checkpoints report as needed.

Zero setup
Setting-up Assessment is hassle-

free thanks to markbooks and 
reports already built-in. Key cohort 

groups such as pupil premium, 
ethnicity, FSM and gender are all 

ready-made so you can easily 
analyse progress and attainment in 

your school.

Vulnerable groups
Do the children who are eligible 
for free school meals make more 
or less progress than those who 
don’t? Now it’s easy to find out 

with our powerful data digger tool.

Realtime data
All our reports run in real-time 

calculating percentages based on 
the most up-to-date data so you 
can make immediate decisions.

Customisable 
curriculum

Our formative markbooks allow 
teachers to track progress against 
any learning objective, in or out 

of the academic year. Customise 
the pre-loaded DfE curriculum 

or define your own - the choice        
is yours.

Free training 
throughout the year

Free video tutorials and webinars 
are provided throughout the year 

to make sure you always know 
how to get the most out of your 

data.
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Keep parents in the loop with ScholarPack Comms

ScholarPack Comms lets you communicate with parents and staff quickly and easily 

from one place. No more messing around with different templates and programs, 

just choose text, email or letter, then type your message and click ‘send’.   

And because it’s all linked to ScholarPack MIS, your data is always up-to-date.

comms
Add-on

Contact list Email LettersSMS Labels Usage Logs

Student’s preferred first name Student’s preferred surname Student’s legal surnameStudent’s legal first name Student’s legal surname him/her his/her he/she

him/her his/her he/she Attendance % Meal balance

Use

X

Home My Subjects Workspace Reporting Register Admin

Search

SMS: 2 text to be sent in total. You;ve selected 2 eligible contacts for 385 students, of which 2 numbers appear to be unique.
Email: 764 emails to be sent in total. You’ve selected 770 eligible contacts for 385 students, of which 764 addresses appear to be unique.

Dynamic fields (click to add to your message):

Hi parent/guardian of [[student_pref_firstname]] 
[[student_pref_surname]]. [[he_she_capitalise]] 
has has a bumped head today. [[he_she_capitalise]] 
is fine and will continue the day at school. 
Regards, School team

Hi parent/guardian of Dean Adams. He has has a 
bumped head today. He is fine and will continue 
the day at school. 
Regards, School team

Preview SMS for: Adams, Dean

145 out of 160 characters typed for SMS message. Send SMS Save as template

Label Message Created by

Bumped
head

SPHi parent/guardian of
[[student_pref_firstname]] 
[[student_pref_surname]].

[[he_she_capitalise]] has has
a bumped head today. 
[[he_she_capitalise]] 

is fine and will continue
the day at school. 

Regards, School team

Recent SMS acitivity

Hi parent/guardian of [[student_pref_firstname]] 
[[student_pref_surname]]. [[he_she_capitalise]] 

has has a bumped head today. [[he_she_capitalise]] 
is fine and will continue the day at school. 

Regards, School team

10:15  15/09/2017 Sent to 1 contacts for 1 students
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Contact groups
Use our built-in groups (forms, 

classes, years, clubs, interventions, 
attendance and dynamic/static 

groups) to send communications 
or use the quick group builder to 

make your own. Groups are saved 
for later so you never have to build 

them again.

Texts, emails & letters
Choose the option that’s right 
for you. You can send instant 

text messages, emails with 
attachments or print out letters 

from within the dashboard.

Message templates
Save time by storing message 

templates for all types of 
communication so you can have 
common messages ready to go. 
Whether it’s a snow day message 

or an attendance reminder - 
Comms makes it easy.

Dynamic fields
Use our powerful dynamic fields 

to customise messages for 
parents. You can mail merge lots 

of common fields like names, 
addresses or attendance statistics, 
so you know your letters, emails or 
text messages are always accurate.

Real-time updates
Don’t waste time waiting for 

phone number or address changes 
to update in your communications 
system. With ScholarPack Comms 
changes are transferred instantly 
so you can communicate with 
parents as soon as the contact 

information is updated.
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Monitor performance across your trust with ScholarPack Dashboard

ScholarPack Dashboard is powered by Assembly, the school analytics specialists. It is specifically 

designed for multi-academy trusts, local authorities and groups of schools to compare data in   

real-time, giving you a high-level overview of how schools are performing. 

dashboard
Add-on
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Fast data analysis
Analyse data in a central dashboard covering all schools 

in a cluster. Data is pulled in from each school’s 
database so you don’t need to manually compile it. 

You can compare SATs results, attendance information, 
internal assessments and much more.

Intuitive benchmarking
Compare data from all your schools to get a high-

level overview of performance in key areas. The tool 
has built-in aggregations for key groups such as pupil 
premium, gender and region, and even uses national 

data to contextualise your performance.

Simple multi-site working
Enable your staff to work across multiple sites from 
any location and on any device. Switching between 

schools takes seconds and means that staff can allocate 
their time to where it is most needed. Adding new 

schools is quick and simple so the system can grow as 
your cluster does.

Complete scalability
Our system can scale quickly to meet the needs of 

small, medium or large clusters without slowdowns. 
Adding new schools is quick and simple, so whether 
you’re a small/medium MAT or a large local authority 

our technology remains fast and responsive.
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Easy integration with the systems you use

ScholarPack integrates with a multitude of other systems such as Parent Pay, Inventry 

and CPOMS to make sure you can continue to use all your existing systems without 

any disruption. We are also able to quickly add any new integrations as needed. 

Put your mind at ease, see if your systems already integrate with ScholarPack below. 

If not, simply get in touch and we will work with you to get them added.

who do we 
integrate with?

Blue Hills Software

CRB CunninghamsCPOMS

Assembly Call ParentsAdSum4

Cheshire EastCivica
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Educater

ParentMail

Looked After Call

InVentry

sQuid

Wonde

Earwig

Salamander Soft

LGFL

GroupCall Messenger

Truancy Call

OTrack

Entry Sign

Itchy Robot

Studybugs

My Concern ParentPay

Different Class

Lawford Education

GroupCall

Synergy

RealSmart Cloud

DB Primary
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How do you use ScholarPack?

We use ScholarPack on a daily basis for registration and the management of school clubs, as well as to 

complete the DfE’s mandatory pupil census and workforce census. We also use ScholarPack Assessment 

to help us record and manage pupil progress and we are looking to purchase ScholarPack Comms once 

our other contract is up.

Why did you switch from SIMS to ScholarPack?

Our previous MIS stored data on-site in a server which created a gap in our business continuity plan as 

we would lose all of our data if there was an issue at our school. I also work across two separate schools 

and on census day I had to drive back and forth a number of times to complete the census on each of the 

sites using our previous MIS.

Don’t just take our word for it, hear from Daniel Sparkes, 
School Business Manager at St Joseph’s Catholic  
Primary School in Worcester.

hear from a                
scholarpack school
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What has switching to ScholarPack meant for your school?

• We now have a robust business continuity plan in place as with ScholarPack we can access our  
data from anywhere at any time

• With ScholarPack staff can also work remotely which makes the system far more flexible   
and interchangeable

• On a day-to-day basis, ScholarPack enables me to extract any information I need quickly and 
easily, saving me so much time compared to our previous MIS

• The reporting is much easier and by bringing everything into one system such as clubs and 
assessment, there’s no more switching between different systems and spreadsheets

• The electronic automatic updates on ScholarPack are seamless, a world away from our previous  
MIS local upgrades which would frequently send the entire system down, resulting in a backlog  
of administrative work

Would you recommend ScholarPack?

I would definitely recommend ScholarPack to colleagues in other schools. I have now implemented 
ScholarPack at three different schools and each time the transition was absolutely seamless and not 
onerous on the school at all, the ScholarPack team take care of everything. The MIS is more robust,  
more user-friendly, more affordable, more customisable and more accessible than my previous MIS.  
The customer service is also second to none.  
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what makes 
us different?

Find out why 99% of schools that make the switch to ScholarPack, stay with ScholarPack.

We care about 
primary schools: 

we’ve been working 
with over 1,300 

primary schools in 
order to liberate 
you from admin 
to focus on what 

matters.

24 hour migration 
to ScholarPack: 
we’ll move you 

over to our system 
in a day or your 
first year is free.

We are part of 
The Key: 

the leading 
provider of 

knowledge and 
know-how to 

education leaders 
determined to 

make a difference.
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www.scholarpack.com

01522 716 048

sales@scholarpack.com
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